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ROBERTSON
JUSTICE

JUSTIN ROBERTSON is a wicked
artist, as well as a top-notch DJ...
IN Justin Robertson’s third public exhibition, It’s
Alive at London’s Book Club in Shoreditch, the DJ
who started in Manchester, studying philosophy
at university, working in Eastern Bloc Records,
putting nights on, releasing as Lionrock,
remixing legends such as New Order and Björk,
touring with Chemical Brothers and Death In
Vegas, proves himself as part of a new squad of
acid housers who are moving from the dancefloor
to gallery walls… but it’s not as simple as that,
is it?
Justin Robertson: “I don’t think it’s a conscious
decision. Like most things in my life, it wasn’t
really planned. There seems to me to be a natural
bond between visual arts and music. Both ritual
in some sense, dating right back to the upper
Paleolithic times, when the cave artists of Les
Trois Freres would seek out the otherworldly
environment of remote, deep caves to conduct
their shamanic rights. These were the earliest
examples of the collision of art, sound and
psychedelic rearrangement. There is evidence
that these early psychonauts would ingest
hallucinogenic plants while seeking to commune
with the spirits, producing the animal pictures we
are familiar with, but also many obscure Entopic
forms that emerged from their trance-like state.
"The acoustics of the cave enhanced the ritual. In
more recent times, folk have gathered together
to share that same ritual bonding with ‘blinding
visuals’ and immersive sound, so the visual
becomes part of the practise too, even if it’s only
in the absence of light, with a dark room and a
strobe! I guess it’s partly a desire to share ideas,
to start some sort of discussion, and partly just
to have a good time with your fellow humans. It’s
also equally about exorcism, or maybe therapy?
It’s a well-used technique in psychoanalysis to
try and visualise your inner world; Jung was a
big influence on me with his mandalas, though
obviously the origins of those are far more
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ancient. It’s just as much about release and
finding a voice for the unspoken or unspeakable.
‘Putting the visible at the service of the invisible,’
as Odilon Redon said.”
You do these drawings of moons, and
embryonic digital dawns which are like early
film frames, with a bit of Miro thrown in… you
draw on tour a lot. Is it when you can’t sleep?
JR: “There’s a funny process at work with some of
those atomised pictures: I start with a drawing
or painting in a fairly traditional way. Once the
picture is complete, I take tiny sections from it,
by either photographing a section, or sometimes
just destroying the original by cutting it up. I
take that little section and digitally fiddle with it
to prize out the hidden patterns lurking within
it. Then I reproduce those patterns and
add to them with ink or oil or whatever.
I’m trying to find the hidden markers,
those lively shapes that you can
appreciate on their own, but are part of
a greater whole.
"My first show Everything Is Turbulence
was about uncertainty, mystery and
the unknowable world, The Explorer’s
Chronicle was about the importance
of the imagination and its relation to
scientific discovery, and my current
show It’s Alive is about our connection
to the world around us through the
objects we find or create, and to what
extent those objects are in fact ‘alive’.
It also explores the idea that we are
inextricably joined to our world and
our bodies as biological beings, and
that we are not the detached, or
detachable, fleshy computers many

contemporary tech fantasists would have you
believe. I’m not going to make any such grand
claims for DJing, on the other hand. I just try to
play music I dig in a reasonably coherent order
and hope people enjoy themselves.”
And you’re pretty fine at that. You got famous
pretty damn young and have created a fairly
seismic collection of work. What are the
creations you're most proud of?
JR: “I’m my own worst critic, so I find it hard to
feel pride in what I’ve done without thinking, ‘If
only the snare was louder!’ But I do try and stay
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